
JOIN OUR FAMILY !
Send your cv  to : 
csy@vyncke.com 

VYNCKE N.V. | Gentsesteenweg 224, 8530 Harelbeke, Belgium | Tel. + 32 56 730 630

YOUR FUNCTION
• In Western Europe, Africa, and Latin America, more than 10 Project Field 

Engineers are working every day to erect and commission our biomass 
plants on site and complete them to perfection. To strengthen this team, 
we are looking for a Field Team Manager.

• You are responsible for leading, motivating, inspiring, and managing 
a team of field engineers (erection & commissioning), spread over the 
different sites, mainly in Europe. 

• You ensure that your team can fully develop and grow, linked to the 
growth and progress of VYNCKE. 

• You ensure that global action plans and improvement proposals are 
implemented in your region and supported in a sustainable and systematic 
way. You also ensure that the lessons learned from the field are reported 
within VYNCKE. 

• Together with the Project Managers of the different projects, you ensure 
an optimal planning of the field team. You also support the budgeting of 
the site activities. 

• You report to the Unit Manager.
  

YOUR PROFILE
• You have a Master degree in Engineering, preferably in electro-mechanics 

or construction. 
• Ideally, you have a minimum of 5 years of international experience 

working on site or have a strong affinity with erection and commissioning 
services. 

• Leading, inspiring, and motivating a remote team gives you energy. You 
have an eye for training needs and developing people.

• Your empathy, listening skills and strong sense of cooperation characterize 
you. You combine this with determination, integrity and an eye for 
consistency and reliability. 

• You are fluent in English, Dutch and preferably French and are willing to 
travel up to 20%. 

FIELD TEAM MANAGER  
HARELBEKE

VYNCKE is a dynamic, family 
owned company that, since the 
start in 1912, has grown to a 
global player in the sector of  
clean energy technology : more  
precisely the development and 
construction of customized waste  
to energy installations. 

Worldwide more than 350 
Vynckeneers, as we call our 
employees, are stationed in 
our offices in Brazil, Belgium, 
Germany, Czech Republic, 
Spain, India, China, Thailand 
and Malaysia. 

Thanks to more than 4.000 
satisfied customers all over the 
world, a well-lined order book 
and the loyal commitment of  
the enthusiastic Vynckeneers we 
maintain a stable position in the 
market. This allows us to offer 
excellent job security. 

Are you a real team player, do 
you enjoy own responsibility and 
taking initiative, do you have  
an open international mentality 
and are you willing to travel ? 
Then probably you could be one 
of the new Vynckeneers !

CAREERS


